
If you are a producer wanting to run extruded yeast-
raised donuts on a 4, 5 or 6-across donut system, the 
Belshaw Pressure Cutter is the answer you have been 
waiting for. Belshaw has introduced features that make 
pressure-cut raised donuts e�cient for production up 
to 600 dozen per hour.
First, the Belshaw Pressure Cutter is PLC-controlled, 
with a menu-driven touch screen. The PLC can adjusts 
product weights with precision while the cutter is still 
running. The touch screen controller also allows the 
operator to make use of centralized batch counting 
and target setting.

A second new feature is the Belshaw Pressure Cutter’s 
hopper design. The entire area is without corners and 
immediately visible and accessible below the full sized 
hatch. The hatch itself releases quickly in a single 
motion. The results are fast re�lls and a minimum of 
production delay.

The Pressure Cutter is adaptable for 4, 5, or 6 cutters. 
Cutter sizes are available for a range of product 
weights and dimensions. It is a robust machine manu -
factured to Belshaw’s standards of high product quality 
and long service life.

Belshaw Pressure Cutter

4, 5 or 6 cutters•  

Cuts rings and shells•  

Synchronizes with all automatic •  
proofers

In-motion cutter adjustment•  

A .S .M.E .  certi�ed pressure •  
vessel

All stainless steel construction•  

Menu-driven PLC touch-screen •  
control

Full-access hopper for fast, easy •  
re�ll and cleanout
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Donut System

 Belshaw Pressure Cutter  
producing Ring donuts

 Belshaw Pressure Cutter 
producing shells (Bismarcks)

 Ring cutter; Shell (Bismarck) 
cutter

 Iced Pressure Cut Rings

Depositing Raised Donuts (Pressure Cutter)

Easy to operate hopper lid 

Hopper interior 
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